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Abstract
Loop-free alternates (LFAs) have been developed for fast reroute (FRR) in intradomain IP
networks. They are simple, standardized, and already offered by several vendors. However,
LFAs have two major drawbacks. They often cannot provide failure protection against all
single link or node failures in spite of physical connectedness, and some LFAs cause routing
loops in scenarios with node or multiple failures.
LFAs may be applied for various reasons that we call applications in this work. We
propose several definitions for LFA coverage that quantify the application-specific utility of
LFAs available in the network. The availability of LFAs and whether they can cause routing
loops heavily depend on the IP routing which is determined by the choice of administrative
IP link costs. To maximize the benefit of LFA usage, we optimize the IP link costs using
LFA coverage as objective function. We demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of
that approach in several test networks, and show that the choice of the right optimization
function is crucial to maximize LFA coverage. However, maximizing LFA coverage can
lead to significant traffic imbalance and may result in high link loads. Therefore, we suggest
Pareto-optimization and demonstrate that resulting link costs can lead to both high LFA
coverage and low link loads.
Key words: IP fast reroute, loop-free alternates, routing optimization, coverage, maximum
link utilization, traffic engineering
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Introduction

In IP networks, failures occur on a regular basis and often last only for a short time
[1]. The distributed IP rerouting process is simple and robust [2], but it may be too
slow for applications and services that require continuous network availability [3].
Recently, fast reroute (FRR) mechanisms have been proposed for IP networks [4].
With IP-FRR, a router can detour traffic around a failure location immediately after
it has detected that the regular next-hop is no longer reachable. This reduces the
time during which packets are lost from several seconds down to less than 50 ms.
Then, regular IP rerouting is triggered. Therefore, the traffic affected by the failure
is forwarded by IP-FRR mechanisms only until the rerouting process completes or
the failure disappears.
The only IP-FRR mechanism that is already standardized by the IETF and implemented in new routers, e.g., current versions of Cisco IOS and Juniper OS, is the
loop-free alternates (LFAs) concept [5]. An LFA is an alternate next-hop to which
certain traffic can be sent without creating any loops so that this traffic reaches its
destination over an alternative path. When the regular next-hop for a certain destination is no longer reachable by a router, it can deflect traffic to this destination
over the LFA. LFAs do not require any signaling, they do not require changes to the
basic IP routing protocol, and they do not require tunneling. These features facilitate incremental as well as partial deployment, even in a multi-vendor network, and
make LFAs a very attractive solution. However, LFAs have also two disadvantages.
First, nodes may not have LFAs for all destinations [6–8] so that some traffic cannot be protected against single link or node failures although the network topology
has alternate working paths. Second, some LFAs may cause extra-loops in case of
node or multiple failures. An extra-loop is a forwarding loop caused by LFAs where
packets loop between two or more nodes. This can even overload links and routers
that are otherwise unaffected by the failure.
There are various incentives for the use of LFAs in IP networks. We call them
applications and consider several of them. We argue that the utility of available
LFAs depends on the application and measure the utility by application-specific
LFA coverages. Some examples:
• LFA coverage can be measured by the fraction of destinations that each node
can protect by LFAs, averaged over all nodes. This is an intuitive definition that
nicely reflects the availability of LFAs in a network and was used for that purpose
in most existing studies on LFAs. However, it does not relate to any specific
application.
• One goal of IP-FRR is to reduce traffic loss between failure detection and the
completion of the rerouting process. This is reflected by the fraction of the traffic
that is lost due to missing LFAs, averaged over all considered failures. We use
that as indirect measure for LFA coverage.
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• Network providers can sell improved availability guarantees if traffic is protected
by LFAs on its entire path so that only marginal traffic is lost in case of a failure.
Thus, the LFA coverage may be quantified by the fraction of traffic for which the
entire path can be protected by LFAs.
• If all flows carried over a link can be protected by LFAs, that link may fail without losing any traffic after LFA activation. As a consequence, IP rerouting may be
delayed when such a link fails and graceful reconvergence techniques [9–12] can
be utilized that prevent micro-loops. For short-lived link failures or maintenance
operations, IP rerouting that can lead to routing instabilities and micro-loops,
may be avoided even twice: once when the link goes down and once when it
comes up again. For these applications, the LFA coverage may be expressed by
the fraction of links for which all traffic carried under failure-free operation can
be protected by LFAs.
We further diversify the definitions of LFA coverage with regard to the types of
LFAs that may be used: all LFAs or only those that cannot create extra-loops. The
relevance of avoiding temporary extra-loops is certainly application-specific.
The availability of LFAs and the LFA coverage obviously depend on the network
topology and the routing. Thus, LFA coverage may be increased by changing the
topology: additional (physical or virtual) links may be installed which provide
LFAs that can be used during failures [13, 14]. LFA coverage can also be increased
by changing the routing by configuration of appropriate administrative link costs
that determine the path layout in IP networks [15, 16].
In this work, we investigate the different definitions of LFA coverage in test networks with uniform link costs. We further apply these definitions as objective functions to optimize link costs in order to maximize LFA coverage. We show that
this approach is feasible by achieving significant improvements in LFA coverage.
However, tweaking link costs influences not only LFA coverage but also traffic
distribution within the network. We show that maximizing LFA coverage can lead
to significantly increased link loads both under failure-free conditions and after
rerouting in failure cases so that traffic may be lost due to overload. That is not acceptable since these phases persist longer than the short rerouting interval for which
LFAs reduce packet loss. Hence, maximization of LFA coverage can be counterproductive. To fix that problem, we propose Pareto-optimization to generate a set of
link costs that are Pareto-optimal with regard to LFA coverage and maximum link
loads. Some of these link costs lead to relatively high LFA coverage and relatively
low maximum link loads so that a network administrator can choose appropriate
ones to configure the network.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains LFAs and
Section 3 gives an overview of related work. Section 4 discusses various applications of LFAs that require different definitions of LFA coverage, and the potential
of routing optimization is illustrated. Section 5 shows that there is a tradeoff be3

tween high LFA coverage and low link loads and suggests Pareto-optimization to
find good compromises. Finally, Section 6 summarizes this work. A table with
acronyms and notation is provided in the appendix.
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Loop-Free Alternates

LFAs provide fast protection for IP networks using link state routing protocols.
They are intended to be used by a node immediately after it has detected a failure
until the failure disappears or until IP rerouting has converged. In this section we
review the definition of LFAs [5]. As general LFAs may cause extra-loops under
some conditions, we define three sets of LFAs that avoid extra-loops to a different
extent.

2.1

General or Link-Protecting LFAs

We consider a source node S and a next-hop P on a shortest path towards destination
D, just like in Figure 1, but with a link cost less than 3 for the link from N to D.
In this scenario, another neighbor node N of S can be used by S as LFA to D for
the potential failure of the link S → P when the shortest path from N to D does not
contain S. To avoid loops, the following loop-free condition must be met:
dist(N, D) < dist(N, S) + dist(S, D),

(1)

whereby dist(A, B) denotes the least cumulative cost on a path between A and B.
If link S →P fails, S detours the traffic destined to D via LFA N, and from N the
deviated packets take the shortest path towards D. Figure 1 shows that such an
LFA does not always exist. When link S→P fails, packets can only be rerouted to
neighbor N. However, this creates a forwarding loop because the shortest path from
N to D leads over S. Therefore, N cannot be used as LFA by S to protect against
the failure of link S→P. As node S does not have any other neighbor, this example
shows that LFAs cannot protect all traffic against single link failures.
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Fig. 1. Neighbor N cannot be used as LFA because it does not meet the loop-free condition.
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Fig. 2. Only the node-protecting LFA N2 can be used to protect against the failure of node
P.

2.2

Node-Protecting LFAs

In Figure 2 both neighbors N1 and N2 of source S fulfill the loop-free condition
with regard to destination D and can serve as LFAs to protect against the failure of
the link S →P. Now, we consider the failure of node P. If node S reroutes traffic
to the alternate neighbor N1 , the next-hop is again P so that N1 uses S as LFA,
returns the traffic, and an extra-loop occurs. Therefore, N1 cannot be used by S as
LFA to protect against the failure of node P, but N2 can be used for that purpose.
A neighbor node N must meet the following node protection condition to protect
destination D as LFA in case that node P fails:
dist(N, D) < dist(N, P) + dist(P, D)

(2)

An LFA meeting only the loop-free condition is called link-protecting while an LFA
also meeting the node protection condition is called node-protecting. Since the node
protection condition implies the loop-free condition [17], every node-protecting
LFA is also link-protecting, but not vice-versa.

2.3

Downstream LFAs

We consider source S and destination D in Figure 3. N provides a node-protecting
LFA for S and vice-versa. If two nodes PS and PN fail simultaneously, S reroutes its
traffic to N. Node N cannot forward the traffic, either, and reroutes it to S so that
an extra-loop occurs. Such loops may happen during multiple failures and can be
avoided if an LFA fulfills the downstream condition
dist(N, D) < dist(S, D).

(3)

An LFA fulfilling this condition is called downstream LFA. Allowing only downstream LFAs guarantees loop avoidance for all failure cases because packets always
get closer to the destination. In Figure 3, N is a downstream LFA for S but not viceversa.
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Fig. 3. Neighbor N is a downstream LFA of S but not vice-versa. The use of only downstream LFAs avoids loops in the presence of multiple failures.

2.4

Use of LFAs

LFAs are pre-computed and installed in the forwarding information base (FIB) of a
router. Normally, this is done for each destination so that we speak of per-prefix
LFAs. If an LFA can protect all traffic for a specific next-hop, it may be used
as a per-link LFA to simplify forwarding tables. However, per-link LFAs cannot
protect as much traffic as per-prefix LFAs, they cannot protect against node failures, and cause forwarding loops in case of some node failures or multiple failures.
Therefore, per-prefix LFAs are the preferred mechanism [18] and we study only
per-prefix LFAs.

2.5

Loop Avoidance Classes

For our analysis, we define three different loop avoidance classes (LACs) of LFAs
[17].
LP All link-protecting LFAs are used. They may cause extra-loops after node failures or multiple failures.
NP Only node-protecting LFAs are used to protect against failures except for the
failure of the last link towards a destination, which may be protected by a
link-protecting LFA. By definition, there is no node-protecting LFA for the
last link. Due to the potential use of link-protecting LFAs, extra-loops may
occur in case of multiple failures or when the destination node fails.
ND Only node-protecting downstream LFAs are used to protect against failures except for the failure of the last link towards a destination, which may be protected by a link-protecting downstream LFA. The selected LFAs do not cause
any extra-loops.
The remainder of this work concentrates on the LP-LAC and the ND-LAC since
they excel with the highest LFA coverage or avoidance of any loops, respectively.
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3

Related Work

Link cost optimization in IP networks has been studied for many years. Fortz et
al. [19] used it to reduce the utilization of links under normal conditions using an
additive objective function taking the load on all links of the network into account.
Alternative metrics like the maximum load of a link relative to its capacity are used
by other authors. Link costs may also be optimized to minimize relative link loads
under normal conditions and in failure scenarios [2, 20]. We also presented an algorithm for that task in [21]. We studied and compared various objective functions
and introduced the idea of a primary and secondary optimization goal, e.g., maximum relative link load and path length [22]. Equal-cost paths may occur in IP
networks which may be good for load balancing purposes, but bad for prediction of
load distribution. Therefore, we proposed a method to optimize for unique shortest
paths [23]. A large body of related work regarding link cost optimization can be
found in these papers.
Multiple fast reroute mechanisms have been developed for IP networks [24, 25]:
multiple routing configurations [26], failure insensitive routing [27], not-via addresses [28], failure-carrying packets [29], and others. They can protect the network against all single failures as long as the network topology provides alternate
paths. Therefore, routing optimization in this context usually aims at minimizing
relative link loads during failure-free operation and sometimes also for likely failure
scenarios. The authors of [32] minimize link utilization for failure-free conditions
while taking care that link capacities suffice to accommodate the backup traffic in
all single failures.
LFAs are simpler, easier to implement and deploy than the FRR methods mentioned
before, and currently the only IP-FRR solution offered by vendors. However, LFAs
often cannot protect all traffic against all single link failures and never against all
single node failures even if the network topology provides alternative paths [6–
8]. A recent IETF document [33] reports that in typical service provider access
networks, all single link failures can be protected by general LFAs. It also analyzes
the LFA coverage in several simulated backbone topologies. Another Internet draft
[34] suggests to consider link bandwidths when selecting LFAs. Cisco’s software
Cariden MATE [35] illustrates and evaluates the LFA coverage. Retvari et al. [14,
16] studied the availability of LFAs from a structural point of view, formulated
topological prerequisites for high LFA coverage, and provided lower and upper
bounds for LFA coverage for certain network structures. All these papers have in
common that they consider only general LFAs which may cause loops in case of
node failures or multiple failures. In previous work [17] we formulated the three
loop avoidance classes, analyzed the LAC-specific LFA coverage, and showed that
it heavily depends on link costs.
Ho Trong Viet et al. [15] optimize link costs to maximize the average fraction of
7

protected destinations per node and to minimize the maximum relative link load
under failure-free conditions at the same time. In contrast to our work, they do not
differentiate between different LFA types, they use only per-link LFAs, and they do
not consider the relative link load in failure scenarios. Retvari et al. [14,16] propose
a mixed integer program and a heuristic approach to improve the LFA coverage by
link cost optimization. They show that the problem is NP-complete, and recently
included the protection of node failures as well as lower and upper bounds on LFA
coverage in their work [36].
As it may be impossible to achieve full LFA coverage, additions and modifications
to LFAs have been proposed. In [17] we considered a combination of LFAs and
not-via addresses. Juniper proposes in its LFA implementation guide [13] to increase LFA coverage by adding links or tunnels, e.g., MPLS label switched paths.
Also Retvari et al. [14, 16] showed that sometimes the addition of a few links significantly increases the availability of general LFAs and makes the network even
fully protectable against single link failures. The authors of [37] propose E-LFAs
to increase the LFA coverage, but they require protocol changes and they are more
complex than normal LFAs, defeating their major advantage over other IP-FRR
methods. Another modification of LFAs with the same pros and cons uses failure
notifications [38]. Remote LFAs [39] have been recently proposed to extend the
coverage of local LFAs. They are pre-installed tunnels and relay traffic to another
node in the network from which the traffic can be forwarded to its destination.
They are used in failure cases if local LFAs are not available. Like with not-via
addresses, the drawback of remote LFAs is the tunneling overhead, but they do not
require network-wide coordination. Csikor and Retvari showed that remote LFAs
can greatly improve the LFA coverage in well-meshed networks, but they still had
to add new IP links to achieve 100% LFA coverage [40].

4

Analysis and Optimization of LFA Coverage

In this section, we first present the networks under study and briefly introduce our
link cost optimization method. Then, we introduce various applications of IP-FRR
and suggest performance metrics that capture the application-specific LFA coverage. To maximize the LFA coverage, we optimize link costs using various metrics
as objectives functions and compare their benefit for specific LFA applications. Our
study is LFA-type-aware in the sense that we consider separately general LFAs and
LFAs that do not create extra-loops in case of node and multiple failures.
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4.1

Networks under Study

For the evaluation of our algorithms we use several widely used research topologies
from the “Topology Zoo” [42, 43] and the topology from the Nobel project [44].
They are illustrated in Figures 4–5.

(a) AT&T Network:
25 core nodes, 112 uni-direct. links.

(b) BICS Network:
27 core nodes, 84 uni-direct. links.

(c) China Telecom Network:
20 core nodes, 88 uni-direct. links.

(d) NTT Network:
25 core nodes, 112 uni-direct. links.

(e) CESNET Network:
19 core nodes, 60 uni-direct. links.

(f) DFN Network:
51 core nodes, 160 uni-direct. links.

Fig. 4. Network topologies under study - Part 1.
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(a) GARR Network:
22 core nodes, 72 uni-direct. links.

(b) GEANT Network:
29 core nodes, 94 uni-direct. links.

2.5 Gb/s
10 Gb/s

100 Mb/s

(c) RedIris Network:
18 core nodes, 60 uni-direct. links.

(d) Nobel-EU Network:
28 core nodes, 82 uni-direct. links

Fig. 5. Network topologies under study - Part 2.

A topology is two-connected if any link or node can be removed without splitting
the remaining network into several disconnected islands. As resilience mechanisms
require such two-connected topologies to reroute traffic, we removed nodes from
the original topologies to make them two-connected in order to simplify our analysis. The removed nodes are drawn as small triangles in Figures 4(a) - 4(f) and
Figures 5(a) - 5(d).
Table 1 provides the number of nodes |V| and links |E| in our investigated networks
as well as the number of (access) nodes |VA | removed from the original topologies
to make them two-connected. All networks in our study have homogeneous link
capacities except for the Rediris network for which real link capacities are provided
in [43]. Table 1 also indicates the maximum and average node degree which is the
number of neighbors of a node. We represent bandwidths and administrative link
costs of all links by the vectors c and k so that the value for a specific link l is given
by c(l) and k(l), respectively. The traffic aggregates (demands) between the pairs
of different nodes constitute the traffic matrix D. An aggregate d ∈ D has a source
and destination node, and its rate is given by r(d).
In our experiments, we assume that a failure affects links in both directions and
we use single-shortest-path routing instead of equal-cost-multipath (ECMP). We
consider the relative link load ρ max in the failure-free case and after IP rerouting
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in all single bidirectional link failure cases as performance metric 2 . Therefore, we
scale our artificially generated traffic matrices such that the relative link load ρ max
reaches 100% when uniform link costs ku are used, i.e., all link costs are set to the
same value.
Table 1
Networks under study.
Network name and date

Size

Degree d

|V| |E| |VA | avg. max.

Geo
location

Commercial Network Topologies from Topology Zoo [43].
AT&T

2007-2008 25 112

0

4.48

10

US

BICS

2011/01

27 84

6

3.11

7

EU

China Telecom

2010/08

20 88

18 4.40

14

CH

NTT

2011/03

25 112 22 4.48

11

Global

Research and Education Network Topologies from Topology Zoo [43].
CESNET

2010/06

19 60

26 3.16

8

CZ

DFN

2011/01

51 160

0

3.14

12

DE

GARR

2010/12

22 72

22 3.27

8

IT

GEANT

2010/08

29 94

8

3.24

9

EU

RedIris

2011/03

18 60

1

3.33

10

ES

Topology from EU-Project NOBEL [44].
Nobel-EU

4.2

2005/10

28 82

0

2.93

5

EU

Link Cost Optimization

Throughout our study, we use the “Threshold Accepting” heuristic presented in
[21] to optimize link costs for a given objective function. While we have used
the relative link load ρ max as objective function in previous work, we study new
objective functions in this paper to quantify the LFA coverage. To support these new
objective functions, we extend the heuristic so that it first analyzes the availability
of the different LFA types in every node of a network. Then, objective functions
are calculated on this basis. We denote the new objective functions πXY whereby Y
indicates the specific variant and X ∈ {LP, ND} indicates whether all LFAs (general
LFAs, LP-LAC) or only those avoiding extra-loops (ND-LAC) are considered for
protection. The objective functions are used for optimization of link costs and the
corresponding optimized link costs are denoted by kYX .
2

We will elaborate more on this metric in Section 5.1
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In [22] we extended the general optimization algorithm of [21] so that it can optimize for a primary and secondary objective function. That means, if several link
costs are found that are equally good with respect to the primary objective function, the ones are preferred which are better with respect to the secondary objective
function. If not mentioned differently, we use the LFA coverage defined in the next
sections as primary objective function and the maximum relative link load ρ max as
secondary objective function. In Section 5 we go into details of the optimization
algorithm to extend it towards Pareto-optimization. The focus of this paper is not
the optimization algorithm, but the different objective functions which could also
be used with other optimization heuristics.

4.3

Use of LFAs to Protect Destinations

In all previous works, the fraction of protected destinations in a node, averaged over
all nodes of a network (π dest ), has been used to quantify the LFA coverage. Moredest ) for which extra-loops
over, only general LFAs have been taken into account (πLP
can occur under some conditions. Therefore, link costs kdest
LP optimized according
dest
to objective function πLP are denoted as conventionally optimized link costs. Both
uniform link costs ku and conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP constitute the
baseline for our performance comparison.

4.3.1

Percentage of Protected Destinations with LP-LAC

Table 2 reveals that general LFAs protect between 61.2% and 98.5% of the destinations in the networks under study when uniform link costs ku are configured.
Conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP increase this range to values between
89.6% and 100%. These results confirm the findings from [14–16]: link cost optimization can tremendously increase the LFA coverage compared to uniform link
costs in many networks and the achievable results depend on the network structure. In some networks (NTT, China Telecom, AT&T) even all destinations can be
protected by general LFAs if conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP are used.
The Nobel network deserves special attention as it yields the least LFA coverage.
Its topology does not contain any triangles. As a consequence, all LFAs available
with uniform link costs ku are node-protecting [14]. Therefore, the LFA coverage
is 61.2%, no matter whether LFAs of the LP-LAC or only those of the NP-LAC are
used for protection. The latter is not shown in the tables.

4.3.2

Percentage of Protected Destinations with ND-LAC

General LFAs may cause extra-loops in case of some node or multiple failures.
Hence, they can worsen a failure situation instead of improving it. This is avoided if
12

Table 2
dest : percentage of destinations protected by general LFAs.
πLP
Network

ku

kdest
LP

kdest
ND

AT&T

98.50 100.00 94.50

BICS

72.65 90.88 77.78

China Telecom 95.79 100.00 99.47
NTT

95.33 100.00 98.33

CESNET

87.43 98.25 83.33

DFN

72.08 93.10 76.86

GARR

74.89 98.27 87.01

GEANT

76.11 95.44 81.03

RedIris

88.24 98.69 85.62

Nobel-EU

61.24 89.55 77.25

only LFAs of the ND-LAC are used for protection. We now investigate the fraction
dest ); the results are compiled
of destinations protected with LFAs of the ND-LAC (πND
in Table 3. LFAs of the ND-LAC protect only between 13.7% and 51.1% of all
destinations in networks with uniform link costs ku and between 36.8% and 68.4%
in networks with conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP . This is due to the fact
dest reduces the set of eligible LFAs compared to π dest so that the
that the metric πND
LP
LFA coverage is consistently lower or equal to the corresponding values in Table 2.
Table 3
dest : percentage of destinations protected only by LFAs that avoid extra-loops.
πND
Network

ku

kdest
kdest
LP
ND

AT&T

34.67 65.50 91.83

BICS

23.79 44.59 61.54

China Telecom 51.05 68.42 94.21
NTT

41.83 67.50 94.50

CESNET

13.74 36.84 66.67

DFN

27.06 42.90 57.49

GARR

36.80 49.57 71.43

GEANT

23.65 49.01 67.86

RedIris

29.08 46.41 75.82

Nobel-EU

29.23 43.25 51.85

We now assume for the optimization that only LFAs of the ND-LAC Table 3 shows
that they protect with optimized link costs kdest
ND between 51.9% and 94.5% of the
destinations, which is a significant improvement compared to uniform link costs ku
or conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP . Thus, even a large fraction of destinations can be protected by LFAs while avoiding extra-loops, but using the appropri13

ate objective function for optimization is a prerequisite. Again, the achievable LFA
coverage highly depends on the network structure.
For application in practice, it might be worthwhile to maximize the fraction of
destinations protectable by LFAs that do not create extra-loops under any condition
and extend that LFA coverage by general LFAs where LFAs of the ND-LAC are not
available. Table 2 shows that between 77.3% and 99.5% of the destinations can be
dest
protected. The comparison of the values kdest
ND and kLP makes a tradeoff evident:
minimizing extra-loops reduces also the percentage of protected destinations; the
extent of that reduction depends on the network structure.

4.4

Use of LFAs to Reduce Traffic Loss

The major reason for using LFAs is the reduction of traffic loss from the detection
of a failure until the completion of the IP rerouting process. To quantify the LFA
coverage for this purpose, the fraction of protected destinations is not appropriate.
We now consider the fraction of protected traffic to quantify the LFA coverage.
However, this metric yields numbers close to 100% which are rather cumbersome
to compare. Therefore, we take the fraction of unprotected traffic as metric instead,
which can be interpreted as traffic loss in failure cases, and so we denote it as π loss .
We compute it as follows. For each link failure we calculate the fraction of traffic
which is affected by that failure and not protected by an LFA, and average these
values over all link failures. We take only single (bidirectional) link failures into
account as we assume that their probability is two orders of magnitude larger than
the one of node failures or multiple failures [47].
In contrast to the fraction of protected destinations π dest , the unprotected traffic
π loss accounts for heterogeneous traffic matrices and for the amount of traffic forwarded by each node. Therefore, the calculation of the traffic loss π loss requires
the knowledge of the traffic matrix, which should be sufficiently stable to make the
proposed metric meaningful. If the traffic matrix is not known for a network, we
create a traffic matrix as described in Section 4.1.

4.4.1

Percentage of Lost Traffic with LP-LAC

Table 4 reports the traffic loss in failure cases when general LFAs are installed.
The percentages vary between 0.02% and 3.75% for uniform link costs ku . Conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP reduce these values to a range between 0%
and 1.31%. The improvement depends a lot on the network structure. The largest
improvement is achieved in the GARR network where the unprotected traffic is
reduced from 2.13% to 0.34%. When optimizing the link costs to minimize the
fraction of unprotected traffic (kloss
LP ), the percentages of unprotected traffic lie in
14

Table 4
loss : percentage of lost traffic when using general LFAs.
πLP
Network

loss
ku kdest
kloss
LP
LP kND

AT&T

0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01

BICS

1.69 0.55 0.33 1.01

China Telecom 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00
NTT

0.32 0.00 0.00 0.01

CESNET

1.76 0.47 0.08 0.52

DFN

1.18 0.83 0.38 0.70

GARR

2.13 0.34 0.09 0.44

GEANT

1.66 0.42 0.13 0.66

RedIris

0.46 0.18 0.10 0.15

Nobel-EU

3.75 1.31 0.62 1.30

the range between 0% and 0.62% and are clearly lower than those for conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP .
loss leads to superior optimized link costs beThus, the new objective function πLP
cause LFAs are preferably available in nodes that forward lots of traffic and for
destinations to which lots of traffic is forwarded. This is different for the other link
costs ku and kdest
LP which are either not optimized or optimized without the information of the traffic matrix. These results underline that the specific objective function
used for optimization purposes matters a lot.

4.4.2

Percentage of Lost Traffic with ND-LAC

Table 5
loss : percentage of lost traffic when using only LFAs that avoid extra-loops.
πND
Network

loss
ku kdest
kloss
LP kND
LP

AT&T

2.31 1.47 0.49 0.14

BICS

4.62 4.56 4.06 2.11

China Telecom 2.48 1.25 0.88 0.07
NTT

2.20 1.19 1.15 0.11

CESNET

6.43 5.57 4.60 1.69

DFN

2.96 2.68 2.55 1.74

GARR

4.25 3.90 3.78 1.23

GEANT

4.46 4.22 4.72 1.61

RedIris

4.85 4.04 3.23 0.75

Nobel-EU

5.11 4.58 4.86 2.71

We now allow only LFAs of the ND-LAC to avoid potential extra-loops. According
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to Table 5 the percentage of unprotected traffic is in a range between 2.20% and
6.43% for uniform link costs ku , in a range between 1.19% and 5.57% for conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP , and in a range between 0.49% and 4.86% for
loss
kLP . These values are all rather high. Appropriate optimization takes into account
that only LFAs of the ND-LAC ; correspondingly optimized link costs kloss
ND can
reduce the percentage of unprotected traffic to a range between 0.07% and 2.71%,
which is a significant improvement. Thus, conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP
are not universal enough to sufficiently well approximate the quality of appropriately optimized link costs kloss
ND .
When using link costs kloss
ND , LFAs of the ND-LAC may be primarily used and complemented by general LFAs to minimize both the risk of extra-loops and traffic
loss. Table 4 shows that this variant leaves about the same amount of traffic unprotected as conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP ; however, the risk of extra-loops
is clearly reduced because mostly LFAs of the ND-LAC are taken.

4.4.3

Traffic Loss Distribution for General LFAs

The observed percentages of unprotected traffic are average values and seem small.
Their real implication becomes clear in Figure 6. It depicts the number of single
link failures that cause more traffic loss than a certain percentage x due to missing
LFAs; the evaluation is performed for the Nobel network with general LFAs.
With uniform link costs ku , 3.75% of the traffic is lost on average due to missing
LFAs during single link failures. In 31 out of 41 link failure scenarios the traffic
loss is lower than 5%, but 10 link failures cause more than 5% traffic loss. The
failure of the link from Rome to Athens generates even 17.6% traffic loss which is
quite a lot.
Conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP cause a smaller average traffic loss of
1.31%. In 19 out of 41 link failure scenarios even all traffic can be protected by
LFAs. Only two link failures cause more than 5% traffic loss and the largest traffic
loss is 8% for the failure of the link from Brussels to Frankfurt.
Link costs optimized to minimize the unprotected traffic kloss
LP lead to even better
results. In 25 out of 41 link failure scenarios all traffic can be protected by LFAs.
Only the failure of the link from Athens to Belgrade exceeds the value of 5% and
generates 5.5% traffic loss.
This evaluation exhibits that link costs optimized to reduce traffic loss are advantageous compared to uniform link costs ku or conventionally optimized link costs
kdest
LP . They increase the number of link failure scenarios in which all traffic can be
protected and clearly decrease the number of link failure scenarios in which a large
fraction of more than 5% of the overall traffic is lost. Thus, link cost optimization
can have large effects for particular failure scenarios.
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Bidirectional link failures l with more traffic loss (πloss
(l)) than x
LP

45
ku
kdest

40

LP
loss
kLP

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0%

5%

10%
Traffic loss x

15%

20%

Fig. 6. Distribution of traffic loss for all single bidirectional link failures in the Nobel network when general LFAs are used.

4.5

Use of LFAs to Increase the Availability of Entire Paths

If all the links of a path from an ingress to an egress node are protected with LFAs,
the overall availability of that path is tremendously improved: whatever link fails,
the time to repair will be very short. On such paths, an ISP can provide a highavailability service to its customers. In the following, we evaluate the fraction of
traffic whose entire paths can be protected by LFAs. We denote that metric as endto-end (e2e) protected traffic π e2e and link costs optimized according to that metric
are denoted as ke2e .

4.5.1

Percentage of End-to-End Protected Traffic with LP-LAC

Table 6 indicates the percentage of e2e protected traffic. With uniform link costs
ku between 30.2% and 98.8% of the traffic can be e2e protected by general LFAs.
The Nobel network is an exception since not a single flow can be e2e protected.
Due to the absence of triangles and the use of uniform link costs ku , all LFAs are
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Table 6
e2e : percentage of e2e protected traffic using general LFAs.
πLP
Network

kdest
LP

ku

ke2e
LP

ke2e
ND

AT&T

98.76 100.00 100.00 99.29

BICS

48.32 81.85

89.05

70.19

China Telecom 94.40 100.00 100.00 100.00
NTT

81.60 100.00 100.00 100.00

CESNET

46.21 85.29

97.49

83.53

DFN

30.83 44.88

73.82

56.03

GARR

30.24 87.27

96.78

80.27

GEANT

34.82 80.74

95.20

66.41

RedIris

86.41 94.53

97.07

92.33

Nobel-EU

0.00

79.22

52.14

47.64

node-protecting which cannot protect the last link of a path.
e2e
Conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP increase the values πLP to a range between 44.9% and 100%, and lead to 47.6% in the Nobel network. With link costs
optimized for e2e protected traffic ke2e
LP between 73.8% and 100% of the traffic can
be protected and even 79.2% in the Nobel network. Hence, the appropriately optimized link costs ke2e
LP significantly increase the percentage of e2e protected traffic
e2e compared to kdest .
πLP
LP

4.5.2

Percentage of End-to-End Protected Traffic with ND-LAC

Table 7
e2e : percentage of e2e protected traffic using only LFAs that avoid extra-loops.
πND
Network

ku

kdest
LP

ke2e
LP

ke2e
ND

AT&T

0.00 31.64 74.18 93.35

BICS

0.00 8.17 17.69 56.17

China Telecom 0.00 43.90 70.45 97.24
NTT

0.00 37.28 54.78 95.02

CESNET

0.00 7.17 22.31 69.67

DFN

0.00 4.07

GARR

0.00 3.62 17.07 75.18

GEANT

0.00 3.36

RedIris

0.00 12.63 29.39 83.86

Nobel-EU

0.00 0.74

7.71 28.82
6.57 57.36
7.87 37.39

Table 7 extends this study towards the exclusive use of LFAs that avoid extra-loops
in any failure scenario. With uniform link costs ku , not a single flow can be pro18

tected under these conditions in any network. We explain that phenomenon. The
last hop towards a destination has distance 1 to this destination so that no other
neighbor is closer to that destination. Therefore, it is impossible to find downstream
LFAs to protect the failure of the last hop. As a result, not a single path can be e2e
protected by LFAs of the ND-LAC with uniform link costs ku .
Conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP e2e protect between 3.4% and 43.9% of
the traffic and only 0.7% in the Nobel network. Link costs optimized for e2e protected traffic ke2e
LP with use of general LFAs e2e protect between 6.6% and 74.2% of
the traffic, but appropriately optimized link costs ke2e
ND e2e protect between 28.8%
and 97.2% of the traffic. Again, using the appropriate metric for routing optimization is crucial as approximations by similar metrics yield significantly worse results.
Table 6 demonstrates that complementing the coverage of LFAs of the ND-LAC
with LFAs of the LP-LAC for ke2e
ND significantly increases the fractions of e2e protected traffic to a range between 52.1% and 100%. The percentage of e2e protected
traffic is then similar to the one of conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP but
e2e
most potential extra-loops are avoided. However, kND leads to clearly less e2e protected traffic than ke2e
LP when general LFAs .

4.6

Use of LFAs to Preferably Protect Traffic with High-Availability Requirements

Only some networks allow to avoid traffic loss completely or to e2e protect all traffic with LFAs. Therefore, it seems reasonable to preferably protect traffic with highavailability requirements in those networks. This approach can be considered as a
form of differentiated resilience [48–51]. For that purpose, we propose an extension
of objective functions for link cost optimization and demonstrate its effectiveness
in a challenging experiment.

4.6.1

Extension of Objective Functions for Routing Optimization with Preferred
Protection of High-Priority Traffic

We assume that traffic of some ingress-egress pairs d ∈ Dh has high-availability
requirements and that all other traffic has low-availability requirements. We call
these traffic classes high- and low-priority traffic. Our goal is to preferably protect
high-priority traffic. To prioritize high-priority traffic for the purpose of optimizaprio
tion, we modify the original traffic matrix by adding a priority offset roffset
to the
rates of high-priority demands:
(
r(d)
d ∈ D \ Dh
rmodified (d) =
.
prio
r(d) + roffset (d) d ∈ Dh
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(4)

We use the overall traffic rate in the network DΣ = ∑d∈D r(d) to define the priority
offset as
r(d)
prio
, d ∈ Dh .
(5)
roffset
(d) = DΣ ·
min{δ ∈Dh } (r(δ ))
prio
This definition makes the demand-specific priority offsets roffset
(d) proportional
to the original traffic rates r(d) and ensures that the priority offset for the highpriority demand with the smallest rate equals the overall traffic rate DΣ . Thereby,
rmodified (d) of the smallest high-priority traffic aggregate is larger than the sum
of modified rates of all other low-priority traffic aggregates. As a consequence, the
smallest high-priority traffic aggregate will be more respected in optimizations than
any other low-priority traffic aggregate.

Variations for the modification of the traffic matrix, e.g., scalar multiplications or
zeroing the rates of low-priority aggregates, are possible. Extensions based on modifications of the traffic matrix can be successfully applied only to traffic-aware objective functions such as π loss proposed in Section 4.4 or π e2e proposed in Section 4.5. It cannot be applied to the conventional objective function π dest as this is
not aware of any traffic demands.

4.6.2

Evaluation

In Figure 7(a) we report the fraction of traffic in the Nobel network for which more
than n links cannot be protected by general LFAs. These values depend on the
link costs used in the network. With uniform link costs ku any traffic is affected
by the failure of at least one link. This is in accordance with the results presented
in Table 6. About 12% of the traffic cannot be protected against the failure of 3
or 4 links on its path. Such traffic is quite vulnerable. Conventionally optimized
link costs kdest
LP clearly reduce the fraction of traffic affected by various numbers
of link failures. Optimized link costs ke2e
LP minimize the fraction of traffic affected
by one or more link failures. In this particular experiment, these link costs also
loss
minimize the traffic loss so that ke2e
LP equals kLP . Note that these link costs lead to
a larger fraction of traffic that is affected by at least two link failures compared to
conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP .
With uniform link costs ku , 12% of the traffic cannot be protected on 3 or 4 links.
Since this traffic seems a challenge for being protected by LFAs, we define it as
high-priority traffic in our experiment. We preferably protect that traffic with genloss and π e2e combined with the
eral LFAs using for optimization the metrics πLP
LP
prio ke2e .
presented above. They yield the optimized link costs prio kloss
LP and
LP
Figure 7(b) displays the percentage of high-priority traffic for which more than n
links cannot be protected by LFAs. With uniform link costs ku , 3 or more links
cannot be protected for 100% of that traffic which is in line with the design of
the experiment. Conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP clearly reduce the num20

Fraction of high−priority traffic with more unprotected links than n

Fraction of traffic with more unprotected links than n

ku

1

kdest
LP

0.9

e2e)
kloss
LP ( = kLP
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(a) With regard to the overall traffic.
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(b) With regard to high-priority traffic.

Fig. 7. Distribution of the number of unprotected links.

ber of links on which the high-priority traffic cannot be protected, but 77% of the
high-priority traffic still misses LFA protection on one or more links. Link costs
e2e
optimized to minimize traffic loss kloss
LP (as well as kLP ) reduce that percentage to
20%. Our proposed extensions decrease that value further down to about 15% and
they also clearly reduce the fraction of high-priority traffic that cannot be protected
on more than 1 or 2 links. This experiment substantiates that it is possible to improve the protection of a preferred subset of high-priority traffic.
4.7

Use of LFAs to Fully Protect Link Failures

As outlined in Section 1, advanced applications of IP-FRR delay the normal rerouting process. This can be done with losing hardly any traffic only if all traffic affected
by a link failure is protected by LFAs. Therefore, the advanced applications can be
performed only for links for which all carried traffic is protected by LFAs. We define a link as fully protected if all traffic affected by its bidirectional failure can be
fully protected by LFAs. Furthermore, we define π link as the fraction of fully protected links which should be maximized. The link costs optimized by this metric
are denoted as klink .

4.7.1

Percentage of Fully Protected Links with LP-LAC

Table 8 gives the fraction of links fully protected with general LFAs. The percentages for uniform link costs ku vary between 35.0% and 96.4%. The Nobel network
is again an exception as not a single link can be fully protected with LFAs under
uniform link costs ku . With uniform link costs ku , any link is a last link towards its
destination, and cannot be protected since all available LFAs are node-protecting in
the Nobel network due to the absence of triangles. Conventionally optimized link
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costs kdest
LP clearly increase the fraction of fully protected links to a range between
link as objective function for optimization, the fractions
46.3% and 100%. Using πLP
of fully protected links can be even further increased in most cases; we observe
the major effect of appropriate optimization in the Nobel network with 70.7% fully
protected links compared to 46.3% for conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP .
Our results manifest that LFAs can be applied in some networks to fully protect
all links. This allows for delayed IP rerouting and enables advanced applications.
However, in most networks, only a subset of all links are fully protected so that
IP rerouting can be delayed only for those links whose traffic is fully protected
by LFAs. As a consequence, advanced applications may be performed only on a
link-specific basis. That introduces complexity and lowers the benefit which rather
questions the use of LFAs to enable advanced applications in such networks.
Table 8
link : percentage of links fully protected by general LFAs.
πLP
Network

kdest
LP

ku

klink
LP

klink
ND

AT&T

96.43 100.00 100.00 92.86

BICS

42.86 73.81

78.57 54.76

China Telecom 90.91 100.00 100.00 77.27

4.7.2

NTT

82.14 100.00 100.00 87.50

CESNET

66.67 83.33

86.67 56.67

DFN

35.00 53.75

58.75 40.00

GARR

41.67 77.78

86.11 61.11

GEANT

48.94 78.72

85.11 61.70

RedIris

66.67 86.67

86.67 66.67

Nobel-EU

0.00

70.73 41.46

46.34

Percentage of Fully Protected Links with ND-LAC

When delaying normal rerouting in IP networks, it may be crucial to avoid extraloops caused by fast rerouting mechanisms as they persist until rerouting has completed. Therefore, avoidance of extra-loops seems important in this context. Table 9
compiles the percentages of links that can be fully protected by LFAs of the NDLAC. With uniform link costs ku not a single link can be fully protected. Due to
the uniform link costs ku , any link is a last link on the path to its destination, and
appropriate downstream LFAs cannot exist to protect such links. With conventionally optimized link costs kdest
LP at least a small percentage of links – at most 59.0%,
mostly clearly less – can be fully protected without causing extra-loops. Link costs
maximizing the fraction of links fully protected by general LFAs klink
LP fully protect
an even lower fraction of links – at most 29.6%. This looks surprising, but they
were not optimized for the use of ND-LAC LFAs. Link costs optimized to maximize the percentage of links fully protected by ND-LAC LFAs klink
ND yield clearly
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link
better results than kdest
LP and kLP in the range between 41.5% and 73.2%. The DFN
network is an exception with only 20% fully protected links. Although appropriate
routing optimization can significantly increase the fraction of fully protected links,
still a good subset of links cannot be fully protected. This observation holds for any
investigated network.

Table 9
link : percentage of links fully protected only by LFAs that avoid extra-loops.
πND
Network

ku

kdest
LP

klink
LP

klink
ND

AT&T

0.00 58.93 21.43 73.21

BICS

0.00 19.05 9.52 47.62

China Telecom 0.00 52.27 29.55 68.18

5

NTT

0.00 58.93 21.43 71.43

CESNET

0.00 30.00 0.00 53.33

DFN

0.00 15.00 0.00 20.00

GARR

0.00 16.67 2.78 52.78

GEANT

0.00 23.40 2.13 51.06

RedIris

0.00 20.00 10.00 60.00

Nobel-EU

0.00 2.44

4.88 41.46

Keeping Link Loads under Control

In the previous section we have optimized link costs to maximize the LFA coverage
using different metrics, e.g. π dest , π loss , π e2e , or π link . In addition to the reported
results we have observed that optimized link costs sometimes lead to high relative
link loads although relative link loads were minimized by the optimizer’s secondary
objective function. This problem has not been pointed out in literature before.
In the following, we first define a link load metric that is suitable in the context
of resilient networks using LFAs. We propose an extension to our link cost optimization algorithm to find Pareto-optimal link costs. Performance results suggest
that optimality in LFA coverage and in link load seem to be contradicting goals.
Nevertheless, we demonstrate that it is possible to choose Pareto-optimal link costs
leading to good LFA coverage and to moderate relative link loads.
5.1

Definition of Relative Link Load

The load of a link l can be determined by the sum of the rates r(d) of all demands d
that are forwarded over link l. In particular, we consider in this work the load ρ(l)
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of a link relative to its capacity c(l).
We observe three different link load stages in IP networks with regard to failure
scenarios:
(1) Link load under failure-free operation
(2) Link load with traffic rerouted by LFAs before rerouting
(3) Link load after IP routing has reconverged to failure state
Thereby we neglect stages during the rerouting process that may temporarily increase some link load values. The definition of the relative link load should cover
all relevant stages that persist for sufficiently long time.
We assume now that LFAs are used to reduce the lost traffic until rerouting has
completed. Here, link load stage (1) and (3) are persistent so that their maximum
values should be respected for evaluations. In contrast, stage (2) is negligible as
it lasts only in the order of a second. Furthermore, we consider node failures and
multiple link failures clearly less likely than single (bidirectional) link failures. As a
result, we define the maximum relative load ρ max (l) of a link l as the maximum load
experienced under failure-free conditions and after rerouting in single bidirectional
link failure cases. The performance metric of interest is the maximum link load in
the network:
ρ max = max (ρ max (l)) .
(6)
l∈E

Note that this metric is independent of the kind of LFAs that are used for protection
because the definition of ρ max (l) does not include the fast reroute stage. As we do
not assume the persistent use of LFAs, we can afford temporary extra-loops through
LFAs for rare failure events. Therefore, we choose the use of general LFAs for our
experiments.
Traffic loss happens if the load on a link is larger than 100% and reduces the traffic
rate seen by a next hop. However, we do not work with original traffic matrices but
with traffic matrices that are scaled such that the maximum link load ρ max is 100%
for uniform link costs ku . As the scaling of our traffic matrices is artificial anyway,
we do not take into account that traffic is lost on links with more than 100% load,
which may happen for other than uniform link costs ku . This approach is justified
as we are only interested in the ability of different link costs to equally distribute
the load from a relative traffic matrix through the network.

5.2

Pareto-Optimization of Link Costs

An element of a set is Pareto-optimal with regard to several metrics if no other
element of this set is better with regard to all considered metrics. We are interested
in finding a set of optimized link costs that are Pareto-optimal with regard to the
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loss due to missing LFAs and relative link load ρ max . To
fraction of lost traffic πLP
achieve this, we briefly review the principle of our optimization heuristic [21] and
extend it for Pareto-optimization.

5.2.1

Link Cost Optimization Using Threshold Accepting

better ß optimization goal 2 à worse

Threshold Accepting randomly steps through the solution space of all link costs and
searches for the link cost vector that the objective function f . The algorithm works
with a current link cost vector k and records the best link cost vector kbest ever
found. It explores the solution space by randomly choosing a new link cost vector
knew from a defined “neighborhood” of k. To be able to escape from a local minimum, knew is not only accepted as next current link cost vector if it is better than the
current k, but also if it is not worse than a threshold θ , i.e., if f (knew ) < f (k) + θ .
The exploration of the search space continues until no more improvements can be
found for a specified number of iteration steps.
Acceptance region for knew
Current set of Pareto-optimal values
(kPar ∈ KPar)

Region with clearly
worse values

kPar

Region with slightly
worse values

kPar
Region with
better values

kPar

better ß optimization goal 1 à worse
Fig. 8. Threshold Accepting algorithm with two objective functions: acceptance region for
a new link cost vector knew .

5.2.2

Extension of Threshold Accepting for Pareto-Optimization

We modify the sketched Threshold Accepting algorithm to find Pareto-optimal results. We now have multiple objective functions fi and a set of Pareto-optimal link
costs KPar instead of a single best result kbest . We only need to define the acceptance regions for the extension of Threshold Accepting. A new link cost vector knew
is accepted if there is no other Pareto-optimal link cost vector kPar ∈ KPar which is
more than θi better than knew in all objective functions fi . This principle is depicted
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in Figure 8 for two objective functions. There is a region with better link costs, a
region with acceptable link costs that are not Pareto-optimal, and a region with unacceptable link costs. After a new Pareto-optimal link cost vector has been found,
link cost vectors that are no longer Pareto-optimal need to be removed from the set
of Pareto-optimal link costs KPar .

5.3

Evaluation

We perform the above described Pareto-optimization for all test networks to minloss and the maximum relative link load ρ max . Figures 9(a) and
imize traffic loss πLP
9(b) reveal the outcome. The results of the different networks are partitioned into
the two figures in a way that optimizes readability. For this reason also the scaling
of the x-axis differs in both figures.
3.5%
BICS
DFN
RedIris
China Telecom
NTT
AT&T

2%

Nobel−EU
CESNET
GEANT
GARR

3%

2.5%
Traffic loss πloss
LP

Traffic loss πloss
LP

1.5%

1%

2%

1.5%

Example Pareto−optimal link costs kPar
LP

1%
0.5%
0.5%

0%

50%

75%
100%
Maximum relative link load ρmax

0%
50%

125%

(a) Pareto-optimal link costs part I

75%
100%
125%
150%
Maximum relative link load ρmax

175%

(b) Pareto-optimal link costs part II

loss and maximum link load ρ max for Pareto-optimal link
Fig. 9. Percentage of traffic loss πLP
costs.

Each point in the figures corresponds to a Pareto-optimal link cost vector and its
loss
position in the graph reveals the percentage of traffic without LFA protection πLP
as well as the relative link load ρ max . The Pareto-optimal link costs of a single
network are linked by lines and identified by the same markers. Values for uniform
link costs ku are not presented in the figures for the sake of readability. They all
lead to 100% maximum link load and their traffic loss is given in Table 4.
We first consider the AT&T, the NTT, and the China Telekom networks in Figure 9(a). All Pareto-optimal link costs of these networks extend only over a relaloss lead
tively small region. However, the link costs creating the least traffic loss πLP
to about 15% more relative link load ρ max than the link costs minimizing that metric. This is already a significant difference so that care must be taken in choosing
an appropriate link cost vector for configuration.
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For all other networks in both Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b), the traffic loss due to
missing LFAs and the relative link load of the Pareto-optimal link cost vectors
differ a lot. Optimized link costs with low traffic loss due to missing LFAs often
lead to relative link loads above 100%, which is worse than with uniform link costs
ku . In general, low values for relative link load apparently lead to large values of
traffic loss and vice-versa. Thus, the two considered performance metrics seem to
be contradicting optimization goals.
Nevertheless, the evaluations in Figures 9(a) and 9(b) also show for all investigated
networks that some of the Pareto-optimal link costs perform relatively well with
regard to traffic loss and maximum relative link loads. A network administrator
loss
can choose one of these link costs for configuration by trading traffic loss πLP
off for maximum relative link load ρ max . As a consequence, the network will face
only little traffic loss due to missing LFAs and face limited link loads even after
rerouting in case of single link failures.

5.4

Quality of Selected Pareto-Optimal Link Costs
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Links l with higher max. relative link load (ρmax(l)) than x

Bidirectional link failures l with more traffic loss (πloss
(l)) than x
LP

For further analysis, we select the Pareto-optimal link costs kPar
LP for the Nobel
network that are marked in Figure 9(b). We compare them in detail with uniform
ρ
link costs ku , link costs optimized to minimize the maximum link load kLP , and
link costs optimized to minimize the percentage of unprotected traffic kloss
LP .
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(a) Distribution of traffic loss for all single (b) Distribution of maximum relative load
bidirectional link failures.
for all unidirectional links.
Fig. 10. Comparison of the Pareto-optimal link costs marked in Figure 9(b) with other link
costs in the Nobel network when general LFAs are used.

Figure 10(a) displays the percentage of unprotected traffic in the Nobel network. It
is similar to Figure 6 but includes different optimized link costs. With uniform link
costs ku , at least some traffic cannot be protected in any single bidirectional link
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failure scenario and in 10 failure scenarios more than 5% traffic will be lost. With
link costs optimized to minimize the maximum link load kρ , some traffic remains
unprotected in 32 out of 41 bidirectional single link failure scenarios and more than
5% of the traffic cannot be protected in 11 link failure scenarios. In contrast, with
the selected Pareto-optimal link costs kPar
LP , some traffic remains unprotected in 22
out of 41 bidirectional single link failure scenarios and more than 5% of the traffic
cannot be protected in only 2 link failure scenarios. This is a significant improvement. Link costs optimized to minimize the percentage of unprotected traffic kloss
LP
lead to traffic loss in only 16 of 41 bidirectional link failure scenarios and the failure of only one link leads to more than 5% traffic loss. Thus, the optimized link
costs kloss
LP outperform all other presented link costs with regard to traffic loss, but
the chosen Pareto-optimal link costs are not much worse.
Figure 10(b) provides the number of links l ∈ E for which the relative link load
ρ max (l) exceeds a certain link load value x. The link costs optimized to minimize
the percentage of unprotected traffic kloss
LP lead to maximum link loads larger than
75% on 18 out of 82 unidirectional links. This seems unacceptable compared with
the performance of the other link costs. Even uniform link costs ku have only 6
links with maximum link loads larger than 75% and a significantly lower maximum
load for most links. This is improved by the selected Pareto-optimal link costs kPar
LP
and of course by the link costs kρ minimizing the maximum relative link load. In
particular, the maximum link load for kPar
LP is lower than the one for uniform link
costs ku . This deeper analysis qualifies the selected Pareto-optimal link costs as a
good tradeoff between low link loads and .

6

Conclusion

Loop-free alternates (LFAs) constitute a simple fast reroute mechanism for IP networks (IP-FRR) and it is the only IP-FRR mechanism that is already standardized.
However, LFAs usually cannot protect all traffic in a network even against single
link failures and some LFAs may create extra-loops in case of node and multiple
failures. LFAs may be applied to reduce lost traffic between the detection of a failure and the completion of IP rerouting, to improve the availability for some traffic
aggregates, or to protect all traffic on a link to delay IP routing if that link fails.
In this work, we looked at LFA coverage in 10 test networks from an application
point of view. Therefore, metrics of interests are traffic loss due to missing LFAs,
percentage of end-to-end protected traffic, and percentage of fully protected links.
Moreover, we differentiated between general LFAs and those that avoid extra-loops
under any condition. In contrast, previous work studied LFA coverage only as percentage of protected destinations and potential extra-loops were not considered.
We showed that administrative IP link costs can be set such that LFA coverage
can be significantly increased. The achievable LFA coverage heavily depends on
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the network structure. In a few networks all traffic can be protected by LFAs after
routing optimization, but only if extra-loops are acceptable in case of unlikely failures. When allowing only LFAs that avoid extra-loops, LFA coverage is reduced,
and 100% LFA coverage cannot be achieved in any network. In such a case, the
choice of the right objective function for routing optimization has a large influence
on the resulting LFA coverage. As a result, “conventionally optimized link costs”
that maximize the percentage of protected destinations often do not produce good
results It is also crucial to respect for the optimization whether all LFAs may be
used for or only those that do not cause extra-loops. As some traffic aggregates
may be more important than others with regard to fast protection, we developed a
method that preferentially protects such traffic and demonstrated its viability by a
challenging experiment.
We observed that optimizing link costs to improve only LFA coverage can lead to a
huge imbalance of traffic in the network so that traffic may be lost due to overload.
This is counterproductive as minimizing traffic loss is a major motivation for the
use of LFAs. To solve that problem, we proposed Pareto-optimization yielding a set
of link costs that are Pareto-optimal with regard to traffic loss due to missing LFAs
and maximum relative link load. Some link costs among them perform well with
regard to both metrics.
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Appendix
Table 10
Summary of abbreviations and symbols.
Name

Description

π dest

percentage of protected destinations

π loss

percentage of lost traffic due to missing LFAs

π e2e

percentage of end-to-end protected traffic

π link

percentage of fully protected links

ρ max

maximum relative link load

ku

uniform link costs

kdest

link costs optimized for π dest

kloss

link costs optimized for π loss

ke2e

link costs optimized for π e2e

klink

link costs optimized for π link

kρ

link costs optimized for ρ max

kPar

Pareto-optimal link costs

LAC

loop avoidance class

LP-LAC

LAC that uses all (general) LFAs

NP-LAC LAC that uses only LFAs which avoid extra-loops
in case of node failures
ND-LAC LAC that uses only LFAs which avoid extra-loops
in case of node failures and multiple failures
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